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FABRICS: Click HERE for an overview of our fabric
offering.

DOVE POLYESTER (DOV) shown on 103 series.

In our on-going efforts to source materials with high
recycled content, we are introducing a new fabric
that will be available on all our fixtures using fabric.
The new optional material is DOVE POLYESTER.
This material is made from 65% recycled content. In
addition, it is washable, meeting the needs of hospitals,
schools and other commercial and institutional projects.
there is a modest up-charge for this fabric, about the
same as the premium linens we offer. It will replace the
Hemp and Organic Cotton “Eco-Fabrics” which will be
discontinued. This new fabric is shown in the photos to
the left.
In addition, we are now offering a “hand-rolled edge”
detail for all our fabric fixtures, also shown to the left.
This option is offered for a modest up-charge in lieu of
our standard “self-fold and tape” trim detail which is
an industry standard.

Hand-rolled edge detail

Self-fold & tape detail

Fabric, like color, has endless possibilities. While our
fabric selection meets the needs of the majority of
projects, we are happy to source special fabrics. We
can also fabricate the shades using “owner supplied”
fabrics. Contact your rep or the factory for further
information.
E-mail a question or comment.

METAL FINISHES: Click HERE for an overview of all our metal finishes.

STANDARD FINISHES: Borden Lighting’s most prevalent metal finish is our Satin (aka “Brushed”) Aluminum finish.
Our Satin Aluminum is our most sustainable finish in that it is hand-finished and sealed with wax, avoiding the air
and water quality issues with paint or clear coats. This finish allows the natural quality and depth of the metal to be
appreciated. Depending on the fixture, we offer other natural metal finishes, for many fixtures.
CCP: We offer a limited pallet of painted finishes that are intended to be compatible with most interior and exterior
architecture. Color, like typesetting fonts, is an endless subject, so our approach is that we are happy to provide a
Custom Color Paint (CCP) finish for any of our fixtures, where we will match a sample of the color. (Having a sample
is important in that it avoids the chance of a typo in transmitting a color number.)
NEW COLORS: In addition to CCP, we are introducing a pallet of muted colors, shown below. These sophisticated
colors are intended to be compatible with contemporary spaces and have been selected by a color consultant. They
are available for most interior fixtures. Check the web catalog pages for availability.
NOTE: Colors display and print differently depending on equipment. For accurate color match call for swatches.

Buff (BUFF)

Beige (BGE)

Gray (GRAY)

GREEN (GRN)
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